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Teachers Are Helped by KNME
By GIENNETTE DAWKINS
Teachers beware-you too may
be repla~ed by a television set!
Yr;>u may not be replaced immediately, but you're already being supplemented by KNME-TV
(Channel 5).
"Electromagnetic Waves," for
example, is one of the programs
that acts as a supplement to the
university, and "TV Kindergarten" leads the list of those that
add to the education of the :vreschool or early school child.
. MOST OF these programs are
VIewed at home, but some of the
programs are brought directly
into the schools. For example,
four of Dr. George Fishbeck's
programs are used in the Albuquerque elementary schools' science classes.
Forty per cent of KNME's
schedule originates locally, ineluding Joyce Marron's TV Kindergarten. It is presented nationwide by the National Educational
Television network.
DICK KRAUS, director of the
prog1·am, explained that TV Kindergarten began its nationwide'
scheduling when an exchange
with a Columbus, Ohio, station
mushroomed throughout the country.
Cha:.;tnel ? also ~ttempt~ to educate Its VIewers m public matters such as "How to Buy Automobile Insurance," and "How to
Pay Your Income Taxes.''
"NET Journal" is a weekly

hour-long documentary that examines crucial domestic and international issues such as poverty, civil rights, prejudice and
world peace.
ESTABLISHED in 1958, the
station has the third highest
viewership of 140 NET stations
in the nation, according to the
American Research Bureau ratings.
As an affiliate of NET, Channel
5 recently presented a recapitulation of Senate foreign relations
meetings as one of the l.ive interconn·ections of the network. The
station also gets :film and tape
distribution from the network.
NET provides the station with
:five hours of new programming
each week. Half of the regular
weekly NET schedule deals with
public• affairs - foreign policy,
politics, government, and social
or economic problems.
Krause described two primary
functions of educational television. ·
"ONE IS to serve the institutions in the formal situations to program to the schools and
provide a useful tool," he said.
Educational TV's other function is to provide a public service
different from anything viewers
can get elsewhere. "We can go to
the smaller groups of people," he
said. Krause gave "Playing the
Guitar" as an example of a program that is of interest to a limited number of people and one
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WANT ADS
FOR SALE

SPEND SUMMER FREE at a pilar ranch·
ero. Unimproved but picturesque adobe
house., artistic :setting, with trout Jake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
oft". Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New Mex-

AUTO INSURANCE too higb1 Call
Farmer's today. 12 months to pay. 2992296.
5/22
1962 CHEVROLET Impala S.S. 425 H.P.,
4 Speed, Just Rebuilt Engine. Good
Looking-. 299-6001.
5/13
1963 PORSHE. Very clean. Many extras.
3633 Noon N.E. 298-7163.
5/13
TWO BEDROOM ADOBE (UNH area).

EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World's
largest education ilrm has developed a
program learning system and is now hiring college students £oT full time summer
employment to present thia aystem to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Students v1case
call between II and 1 at 268-0620. 5-22.
SERVICES
IDGH-POWERED TUTORING in Eeo·
nomics and Spanish by univcnJity pro~
fesoor. Phone 842-8500, Ext. 8134. 5/13
SWIMMING PARTIES-or just plain
parties. Facilities inc1ude Bwimming,
dancing-, Bar·B·Q, volley ball etc. 7midnlght, 10 to 500 persons. Life
Guards provided. Thunderbird SwimGym. 247-9677.
IRONING, bachelor bundles, mending,
dressmaking and alterations. Reasonable,
2304 Blake SW. Phone 877-5282.
TYPING. Well edit grammar, spelling, and
punetcation. Background includes ndvertisin~. art. finance, ]ega], and aciences~
Call 242-0649.
5/15
TYPING WANTED: Experienced, Accurate. Corrected as to grammar, spelling,
and punctuation. 35e per page. You
fnmish the paper. Paper furnished at
1c sheet. Call Tues., or Thurs. nights.
Z42-945L
LOST AND FOUND
LOST: ONE LIGHT PLAID jacket. Education 105 between 6 :40 and 7:15 p,m.
Wednesday night. Please return to Lost
and Found at Union or call 243-6949. 5/9

versity to further their own education. Krause, for example, got
his undergraduate degree . here,
spent some time in the Na"¥,
then returned to UNM and IS
currently working on his masters
degree.
KRAUSE ALSO teaches Speech
265, a class in radio an~ tetevision. It gives students a VIew of
broadcasting production and ineludes a lab session in which students act as directors, cameramen and talent.
C~annel 5 pres~nts 30 per ce~t
of Its schedule m color, but. It
doesn't have equipment for onginating color direct from its studios.
Plans for building a new station on the north University campus are in the final stages. The
new station will have at least two
studios (the present has only
one) and more color equipment.

Patronize

Listen to KUNM

Guerilla Warfare
Che Guevara

$1.65

Dr. Spack On Vietnam

.75

Loves Body
Norman Brown
$1.95
Meditations of Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi

#3

It'a a world of its oyn 1 Rustie, charm..
ing, with patios and gardens, you"ll be
captivated. Beautiful fireplace. dining.

.20

Revolution in the Revolution
Debray
.95
Marijuana Papers
Solomon
120 Yale S.E.

$1.50

842-1413

EXICO

· MOTORCYCLES

VoL '11

GO WITH THE LEADER

GO

Al

IWOFORS.PORF
FORMERLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

New Mexico is suffering an economic decline and must :find proper leadership to bring the State
from the depths of economic depression. This was the main topic
presented by Calvin Horn, democratic eandidate for governor over
K UN M, Thursday night in a
speech sponsored by Student
Lobby.
HORN EMPHASIZED that
graduates of New Mexico's universities are moving elsewhere
for employment.
"Sixty per cent of the graduating seniors leave New Mexico to
seek employment elsewhere," he
said.
Horn also cited that five per
cent of New Mexico's working
force is out of work and some
communities have unemployment
equal to that of the Depression.
"One such example is Rio Arriba county in northern New Mexico which has an unemployment
rate of 17.9 ;per cent of the population," he said.
STANDING LEFT to right are governors John
HORN ALSO said the key is- Chafee of Rhode Island; John Love, Colorado;
sue in this year's election is to Raymond Shafer, Pennsylvania; and Dave Cargo
find the proper leaden for the of New Mexico. AU, including governor Norbert

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR .. N.E.

PHONE 265.. 6531

•

'64 CORVETTE Sting- Ray. 327 CIL in.
300 hp, AM-FM, 2 tops. Excellent condition_, one owner.. 277-2933.
GETTING MARRIED? Buy our erne bedroom trailer (43x8) with custom built
study and your rent will only be $25/
month. See after 5 at 120 Indiana SE.
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FOR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at at Columbia
SE. Deluxe rum. units-twin or double
beds. $115-120 including- utilities. 2423080.
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT near
UNM. Furnished. $75 per month. Call
Sam Cooper 265-81i74 and eveninga 8428280 Caird-Norria Reai!;Jo. 5/9
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LOST AND FOUND

'

SILVER RONSON cigarette lighter. Lost
April 29 In SUB Cafeteria. Very ornate.
Iinscribed: With Compliments of P.
Puranabhanbu. Has sentimental value.
$15 Reward. Call242-0281.
5/13

JOAN
B

"WILD WHIRL" . •.

Neon bright knitted
random stripes in a
two-piece overblouse
swimsuit, with
coordinated solid
boyleg trunk. 100%
DuPont nylon.
$21.00

-
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Person

.

In

Popejoy

Hall

Reserved Seats $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
UNM Students $4.00, $3.00, $2.50
Sponsored by Students For Peace
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By DAN BRUMBELOW
Education and understanding
were major problems of the New
Mexico poor presented to a traveling Republican task force during
a :platform hearing yesterday in
the Union Ballroom.
Four Republican governors on
the task force arrived at the Sun~
port Wednesday and were joined
by New Mexico's Governor David
Cargo for yesterday's meeting OJI,
campus.
Composing the task force were
John Chafee, Rhode Island; John
A. Love, Colorado; Raymond Shafer, Pennsylvania, and Norbert
Tieman, Nebraska.
GOVERNOR Shafer, chairman
of the group, called the platform
hearing in an attempt to find a
blueprint for action in forming
the Republican platform for the
upcoming elections.
Witnesses representing different interests in New Mexico spoke
before the task force. By means
Tiemann of Nebraska, were present in the Union of questions and answers the govballroom yesterday heading discussions on the ernors hoped to decide what "Proformation of a new Republican platform. (Photo grams a-re needed in the New
by Sherman)
Mexico area.
Before a crowd that increased
and decreased as classes began:.
the problems and needs of New
Mexicans were brought to light.
The crowd averaged more th~n
150 during the three-hour session
lasting from 9 a.m. to noon.
Again, maintaining the current increase, and 21 percent wanted
THE MAJ'OR point of discuspolicy was the least popular, with an "all out" military efl'ort to end sion was the poor people, includthe war.
23 votes, or 9.9 percent.
ing Indians, Spanish Americans
A permanent cessation of the and the people of the mountain
Job training received the largest vote as a possible solution to bombing was favored by 29 per- areas of the state.
this country's urban crisis, (1304 cent and 29 percent chose a temA g en e r a I idea prevailing
-51.75 percent). Education gain- porary suspension of all bomb- among the Indians and Spanish
ing. Twenty-six percent indicated Americans seemed to be a general
ed 878 votes, or 34.84 percent.
62 percent of the voters in the we should intensify the bombing, move away from direct governnational poll favored some sort while 4 percent favored the use ment support to programs that
of phased reduction of the U.S. of nuclear weapons in VietNam. the people can initiate themselves.
On the urban crisis, 40 percent
military effort in Viet Nam; 18
Jobs, understanding, medical
percent indicating a preference thought education should receive care, and education were the main
for immediate withdrawal, and the highest priority in govern- necessities sought by representa45 percent for phased reduction. ment spending, while 39 percent tives of the group. Education was
About 7 percent favored the cur- chose job training. Riot control the one area that the task force
rent policy, 9 percent chose an received 12 percent of the votes. was asked to improve the most.
One of the witnesses, Rudy
Rudolph from Mora county, told
the governors that only three per
cent of the students in his county
graduate :from high school. "We
are worried about the other 97 per
cent," he said. "These :People need
First Choice Votes: (Total ..• 2479)
Number (of total votes) Percentage understanding.''
A REPRESENTATIVE from
34.97
867
McCarthy
Texas was also on band to tell
18.96
the platform committee of the
470
Kennedy
problems of the poor in Texas.
17.75
440
Nixon
Manuel Sanchez, speaking for
11.38
282
Rockefeller
the Latin Americans of his state,
3.91
said that 30 of the 256 poor97
Reagan
est counties in the United States
3.29
81
Johnson
are in Texas. "We are really a
2.06
51
Lindsay
forgotten minority," he said. "Education is the answer," Sanchez.
Second Choice Votes: (Total •.. 2431)
.:l,l
'
added.
21.06
512
McCarthy
Governor Cargo was apparent.;s..:-;..ll-,
20.81
506
Rockefeller
ly pleased with the novel idea of
a :Platform hearing committee of
15.88
386
Kennedy
this type. "It is a valuable and
10.82
263
Nixon
refreshing idea to have the poli9.38
228
Lindsay
ticians listening to the people
instead of it being the other way
7.45
181
Reagan
around," Cargo said.
4.15
101
Johnson
Shortly before the meeting endThird Choice Votes: (Total ... 2363)
ed, the governors asked for a
19.55
from-the-floor vote from students
Rockefeller
462
in the audience on whether they
12.78
Kennedy
302
favored lowering the voting age
12.36
Lindsay
292
to 18. The show of hands revealed
11.51
an even split on the question.
McCarthy
272
Governor Shafer said that this
9.23
Nixon
218
result was in line with responses
8.38
Percy
198
he had received across the coun7.49
Reagan
177
try.

UNM Picks

evenings 247-3048. CairdNorris Reaty. 5/9
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Five Stcte Heods~
Visit New Mexico
During U.S. Tour

Economic Decline
Must be Stopped
Soys Colvin Horn

room. Mexican tile bathroom, perfect

5/15

'

Poor Present Problems to Gove·rnors

200 C.C .. TO 650 C.C.

tor a couple I $14,000, ca Bruce Caird

19GO OLDSMOBILE, 4 door. Sharp appearance and condition, $475.00. Phone
344-2493.
5/15
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2Gii-8571 or

May 20-8:15

New York Free Press

EW

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

3501 lomas Blvd. NE 255-4989

$1.25

.20

• I ()y

'¥-"--

WEDDING INVITATIONS
and all paper goods
for 1he bride to be

Concert

L.A. Free Press

~

offers the largest selection of
MOTHER'S .DAY CARDS
in this area,

$1.00

New American Review

11'·71

'II@IPIJ

FOR SALE
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Completely reconditioned. Move in and enjoy a full summer of swimming and next
winter yon'll enjoy the warmth of tbe
fireplace and the charm of the large
rOODlt!. Price only $13,900. Call Ed Norris
.265-8571 and evenings 255-6852. CalrdNorria Realty.
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HOUSE OF HALLMARK

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

that commercial stations could
not alford to produce.
"There are two ways for a
non-commercial station to get
money," said Krause, assistant
program m~&nager of the station.
"It can be a community station
in which it sells what you might
call subscriptions, or they can be
financed by the school systems,"
he said. Channel 5 is financed
jointly by the Albuquerque school
systems and UNM.
"NON-COMMERCIAL television is in a unique position because it can say things commercial companies cannot," said
Krause. "Perspectives" illustrates
this weekly. For example, the
program recently showed some
loopholes in paying taxes. Other
topics for the program have been
"How to Buy a Used Car" and
"Discount Stores."
'
"The·re are many advantages
to non-commercial stations," said
Krause. They have a good chance
for local production. All their
programming does not come in
from the networks. "The pace is
perhaps slower" said Krause
"but the progr~mming is not.'l
The stations are not dollar oriented, and they are not interested
in whether the program is going
to sell a product.
The staff of Channel 5 consists
of regularly employed television
personnel but a few students are
employed: Some KNME staffers
take courses offered at the uni-

37~-7i'7
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CALVIN HORN
state who can put it on the upswing.
"By working with the Department of Development we can develop New Mexico by increasing
the tourist industry which is now
worth $1 million per year," he
said.
"We could also develop primary
and secondary highways for
travel and publish a guidebook at
minimal cost to make New Mexico
more attractive for the tourist,"
be added.
HORN ALSO EMPHASIZED
that state government should establish controls over state agencies to maintain leadership.
"New Mexico needs this to pull
itself up in economic growth and
eliminate economic stagnation,"
he said.
"And by use of a resources inventory of what facilities each
community has we can decide
what opportunities we have here
to develop," he said.
HE CITED SUCH examples as
oil, water, copper, cotton, coal and
food processing plants.
The tax structure in New Mexico has been called extreme by
some but Horn feels that this is
not scaring away any industry.
"I don't think our tax structure
is scaring away industry from
New Mexico," he said. "Other
states such as Texas, California,
and Arizona have higher taxes
and they're still growing," he
added.

Results of UNM's Choice '68
voting put Sen. Eugene McCarthy
well ahead of both Sen. Robert
Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon
in the :first and second choice
categories, (see list) .
In the third choice category,
N.Y. Governor Nelson Rockefeller gained the largest number of·
votes, with Kennedy and New
York City Mayor John Lindsay
running second and third respectively.
Tod Delaney, campus organizer for Choice '68, said 2,574
people voted here, or 19.09 percent of the total school enrollment. "I was very disappointed,"
he said. "We had a poor turnout."
NATIONAL
statistics
on
Choice '68 also put McCarthy in
the lead with 285,988 first-place
votes. Kennedy was second 213,832 votes, and Richard Nixon with
197,167.

The official totals will be announced in about two weeks, according to a Choice '68 news release. 1,072,830 students on over
1200 university campuses took
part in the Time magazine sponsored National Collegiate Presidential primary.
Concerning the VietNam War,
1221 people at UNM favored a
phased reduction of the U.S. military efl'ort there, (or 48.09 per-.
cent of all votes cast). An all out
efl'ort to win the war gained the
second highest number of votes,
516 or 20.32 per cent. Receiving
the lowest number of votes, (239.9 percent), was an approval of
the current policy.
IN THE AREA of U.S. bombing, a temporary suspension
proved the most popular, (84833.45 percent). A complete cessation received 703 votes, or 27.73
percent, folowed closely by a call
for intensification of the efl'ort,
with 618 v<ites, or 24.38 percent.

McCarthy

Choice '68 Results

--
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Derby Day Hosts
2 Donees Gomes
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NEW CHEERLEADERS for UNM next year
are kneeling, Steve Franks, head cheerleader, and
Joetta .Jercinovic; center row left to right, .Jim
Kasten, Keith Van Ausdal, and Bob Rhyne; top

left to right, Judy King, Ellen Cullaton and Betsy
Michal. Not shown, John Barbour, former head
cheerleader. Franks and Barbour are the only returning cheerleaders. (Photo by Miloglav)

Popejoy I-Iall to Host Student Leaders
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The 13th annual Nizhoni Indian dances will be held Satur•
day, May 11 in the newly named
Popejoy Concert Hall.
The dances are sponsored by
the Kiva Club, an organization of
Indian students at UNM, and
will feature dancers from Indian
tribes in New Mexico, Oklahoma,
and Arizona.
Among the tribes represented
will be the Jemez, Navajo, Taos,
San Juan, Ute, and some Plains
tribes.
The dances these tribes will
perform are traditional and have
been used by the individual tribe
in expressing its religious as well
as social rituals.
Previously the dances have
been held in Johnson Gym, but
it was decided that Popejoy Concert Hall would be this year's site.
Dances will begin at 8 p.m. and
'l tickets can be purchased at the
~1 Concert Hall ticket office, at the
Union or at the door. Tickets are
• $2 for adults, $1.50 for students,
and '15 cent for children.

Foreign Couple
A Maori couple from New Zealand, Mr. and Mrs. Kara Pukitapu, will lecture and perform
Maori songs and dances in native
costume, Friday, May 10, at 11:30
l in the Fine Arts Recital Hall. This
entertainment is open to the public without admission charge.
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HANG LOOSE IN MEXICO
Summer Session, Univ. of Mexico
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Temporales
Filosofia, UNAM

Mexico 20~ .D.F.
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because you care
about your clothing!
;1 .DRY CLEANING the
:1
Sanitone Professional
way
,
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Needed for Frosh
Group discussion leaders for
New Student Orientation are
ne~::u:~nf~~1a::r:e=~- talk to
entering students with the same
major field of study.
Volunteers with the following
majors are needed: Fine Arts,
Business Administration, Education, Nursing, Pharmacy, Architecture, and Home Economics.
No previous experience with
Orientation or student government is necessary.
Application forms are available at the Activities Center and
Alpha Phi Omega coatcheck
booth in the Union.
The deadline for applications
is Friday, May 17.

Sigma Chi fraternity is currently presenting its fifth annual
Derby Days, with free dances,
games, a legs contest, and a picnic to climax the week Friday
and Saturday.
Pictures are currently on display at the Union to help voters
make their choice in the Drumstick contest. Anyone presenting
their I.D. card at the Union from
9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Friday may
cast a vote for the most attractive
;pair of legs on campus.
Friday afternoon the traditional
Derby Steal will be held at Zimmerman Field. Starting at 1:00
p.m., over '70 young ladies will
converge on the derby-topped
Sigs.
FRIDAY NIGHT from 9:00 to
12:00 p.m. there will be a free
dance open to the student body on
the Mall in front of the Union.
Saturday morning at 9:00 a.m.
will be the traditional pantsbranding on the lawn of the Sigma Chi bouse, followed by a singing contest at approximately
11 a.m.
At noon on Saturday there will
be a free barbeque on the Sig
House lawn for all participants
in Derby Days.
AT 1 P.M. a parade will lead
the way to Zimmerman Field for
the Derby Days games (including
Pit & Pillow, Blind Chase, Mystery events, and many more). After the games there will be a picnic for all participants in the
games.
Derby Days will be topped off
by another free dance for Derby
Day participants and their guests
at the Sigma Chi house from 9
to 12 p.m.
Derby Day originated at the
University of California in 1930,
and has become an annual event
at most Sigma Chi chapters
throughout the U.S. and Canada.

McCarthy Group
,., \
Gets New ~ff!ce

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.
Alumni Memorial
Chapel, 1 ~.00 o.m.
Sponsored by the
lutheran Association
of Am~rica

Get There First and Foremost
With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your Travel Number is

265-7611

IV~
li/1

Albuquerque, N.M.

1516 San Pedro NE

Association to l-lead

$1.65

.75

Dr. Spock On Vietnam

Loves Body
Norman Brown
$1.95
Meditations of Maharishi

U.'s Fiesta Activities

$1.00

L.A. Free Press

.20

New York Free Press

.20

Revolution in the Revolution
.95

Debrav

Marijuana Papeos

$1.50

842-1413

120 Yale S.E.

j
\!
, ,I.

Introducing

now on sale at the Union ticket
office at $1.25. Tickets for the Friday midway are $1.00, while Saturday dance tickets are 50 cents.

By BILL SULLIVAN

New American Review
#3
$1.25

Solomon

• • •

The New
Frank Chewiwie
Quintet
Available Now For
FIESTA, Private Parties,
or Any Special Occasion
Modern. Pop & latin Music
268-4297

Dogie-diapering, water pistol
fights, dances, and an egg-eating
contest are part of the Fiesta
activities planned at UNM starting next Monday.
King and Queen contestants,
about twenty of them, will be introduced at dormitories and fraternity houses Monday night. The
royal couple will be crowned Friday during a dance at Tingley
Collillcom. Voting will be Wednesday.

Student Committee
Seeking Volunteers

.

BEST BEARD prizes will be

awarded at Wednesday night's
western dance at the Union. Many
itchy faces on campus await the
conclusion of this event.
Student government will fight
the Yonng Americans for Freedom Friday afternoon at Zimmerman Field. Only minor casualties are expected, as the weapons
are water pistols.
Bobby Bare, country and westem singer, will entertain at the
midway Friday night. Tingley
Coliseum wil lhouse the midway,
which will have a carnival arrangement with games for both
guys and gals. The egg-eating
contest will take place here.
RODEO EVENTS, with over
50 contestants, will assure an interesting S a turd a y afternoon.
Bare-back bronc riding, bull riding, ribbon roping, a •wild steer
d
race, girl's barrel raemg, an a
pole bending event are scheduled.
The "Asllociation" entertains
-with a Saturday night concert at
8:00 p.m. at University Arena.
Following the concert is a dance
at UnivP.rsity Stadium.
Combination tickets for Friday
and Saturday night events are

The New Student Orientation
Committee is seeking student volunteers to serve as group discussion leaders for fall orientation.
Discussion leaders will work
with Btudents with the same field
of study. Applications are available in the activities center in the
Union.
The committee needs volunteers
majoring in the following areas:
fine arts, business administration, education, nursing, pharmacy, architecture, and home economies.

Dress Western

s'~'"' ""

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

get a turde

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM·S PM
Counselor Always 011 Duty
,
2106 Centrol S.E.
2"7-0836

o'SUI Ut'4\\:

1

'SUN DEVIL'
$600

• Latest 7"
high-crown
straw
• New A&M crease.
slopes to the back ·
• Exclusive ''Ezee·Crease"
re-shapeable crown
• Ghoice of Western colors

for Fiesta .,.~tpl/fl.

Falstaff beach towels

MOJHERANEN.W

~~

WESTERN STRAW

't.\

Listen, Chief, it's like this: $3.00forone, and
$2.75 each for two or more •
Believe itllt's true! Full-color, real high-class works
of art on bright, white terry ... 3' wide by 4' high
(or 4' wide by 3' high).

_______________..,

You need, right? Right! So send us some money
fast. Please use the coupon which we promise not
to bend, staple or mutilate.

:Soots & Sac!dlea

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Dear P.O. Box 3816, St. Louis, Mo. 63122:

•

ADDRESS,_______~~--------------------------~--~---~--.........__.._..............__

l.99to7,:9

Wards has them .•. in heraldic and
animal motifs! By Bell of Albuquerque.

$2

.,

Ask about Wards Young Adult Credit Plan!

Cant:al, I'.W.

NAME----------------------------------

STAi\}IP·~-~;-;:;;;;;;;;;:;.;===::.-:::=~----_J
~" . This off or void whoro pro~lbUod, noturally,
·

3.49 to 7.99

a.l\c1
Fidelity Union Life

o

Men's turtlenecks in assorted styles, fabrics and
knits! Colors and white.

Turtles for girls, slec-' eless, rolled or 1 o r· g
sleeves; knits or fabl';~ ,I

TuRTLEf(TACS!

CDBONADO
CEHTEI

Rush me ------ girl-design, _ _ man-design towels at one for
$3, or two or more for $2.75 each.

-

Applications are now being
Dines said the remaining com- l
By ROB BURTON
taken for positions on all AS- mittees will be filled in the fall l
"Poverty-level wages" were a:p- UNM committees. Some of the but advised that application for '
proved -by. Union Board Thursday itions will not be filled by ap- positions be made now. Some of
night for next year's operating pointees until next year, ASUNM these committees are: Student
Affairs UniQn Board, Intramural
budget in a turn-about vote of 6-3. President Jim Dines said.
Some
committees
will
have
a
Board, Cultural Committee, ComThe Union's minimum wage of
majority
of
its
seats
filled
by
mittee on the University, Rally
$1.15 per hour for full-time emnew
members
before
school
ends
Committee, and Cummunity Inployees will continue except for
in
June.
These
are:
volvement.
two small boosts in July and next
Radio
Board,
Student
PublicaOthe openings will include At-.
February of five and ten cents.
tions
Board,
Program.
Directorate,
torn~o:y General, justice for stuProfessor Paul Therkildsen, who
first directed the Union's atten- Speakers Committee, and the dent court and a homecoming
chairman.
tion to this area, had character- head lobbyist.
ized these levels as "guaranteed ·
poverty.''
The reversal came after the
Board had refused last week to
approve the budget until wage
scale increases were written in
from the maintenance reserve account of $20,000. Thursday night,
however, Vice-President for Student Affairs Harold Lavender, a
Board member, argued that to do
so would violate University-wide
;policy that wages not be raised
more than five percent across the
University.
Board Chairman Bill Ross emphasized to the meeting that the
In
group's own by-laws forbade any
"terms and conditions of employPerson
ment" different than the University standard.
In
Board member Jim Johnson's
attempt to table the budget in
Concert
the hopes of compromising on only
a $10,000 wage increase failed in
the last minutes of the meeting.
May 20-8:15
Lavender explained his opposition to the compromise by saying, "I'm concerned that the Union employees might not be paid
fairly, but breaking University
policy disturbs me more.''
Minutes later the Board showed
that it too was more disturbed
Reserved Seats $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
about breaking policy.
In other action the Board apUNM Students $4.00, $3.0~, $2.50
proved the eX'}>enditure of about
$100 to house and feed 21 Poor
Sponsored by Students For Peace
People's Campaign marchers. This
includes one night's lodging and
three meals for marchers housed
Phone 298-1831
in the Union.
•-:., ... ...._..Student government will be asked to put up the money to cover
terradin·· theradu
these ex p e n s e s, although the
Board was prepared to absorb the
for your wardrobe .
expenses itself.

.

dry.

Mahesh Yogi

Applications are Now Being Accepted ·r
for Positions in Student Committees f.

.

UNM FIESTA will team up with Spring fever to help keep studying at a minimum next week. Friday, May 17, will be western clothes
day, but there won't be a jail this year and the water fountain will be

Guerilla . Warfare
Che Guevara

ASUNM Announces

JOAN
BAEZ

SUNDAY MORNING
WORSHIP SERVICES

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

~.._TR.IWf~L SERVICE

(

Backers for Eugene McCarthy
are urged to visit a new headquarters office at 2610 Central
SE open from 12 to 5 p.m., daily
on week days. Any voluteers interested in working in the campaign should get in touch with
people at the office.
Students are invited to canvass
precincts 41 and 42 after meeting in the main lobby of the
Union Saturday. Men are requested wear shirts and ties.

CAREER BOUND

KJVA CLUB is sponsoring the
13th annual Nizboni Indian dancers from New Mexico and surrounding states. The dancers will
perform in tribal costumes.

•
B
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Umon oor ets
'Poverty Wages'
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Why Sub-Standard Wages?

LETTERS
Fake Letter

(

Dear Editor:
The girls of third floor Allegra
would like to deny the second
letter to the editor about the softball game against the Tri-Delts.
There was no rematch played!
Robin Carlson
Manager and Coach
and Team

I

Objects To Allocation
•,

', . ,..,., '
;

Strange Policy

FRIDAY

"

IJ

'l '' ·

·'

r' ' .. ·~

State lligh School Track &: Field
Championships: University Stadium; 5 :00
p.m.
Alpha KapJ)a Psi; Union Desert Room;
7:00 p.m.
Friday
Cinematheque:
'•A
King's
Storyu: Union Theater: 7, 10:00 l).m.
Daha'i; Union 231 E; 8 ~()0 p.m.
Senior Recital: Bill Waeh, trumpet and
Wilburn Pogue, tuba; Fine Arts Recital
llall ; 8 :15 p.m.
l!odey
Theater
Production:
"The
Amorous Flea.": Rodcy Theatre: 8 :30
p.m.

TI-\ERE.S WATER HERE!
QUICK SfA~ OIGb\t-ll? f

If some students wish to give
to the march, why not collect it
with this understanding? Where
did the Student Senate gain the
authority to give ASUNM money
to semi-political groups?
If it is acceptable for the Senate to spend ASUNM money on
this cause, are there boundaries
to limit who they can give ASUNM money to? If the Student
Senate felt the KKK was a "good
cause" could they then give the
money to them?
The Student Senate has entered an area where it can not speak
for the ASUNM. A precedent was
set by spending over $500 on the
Kennedy political appearance, it
has been followed by allocating
ASUNM money to the "Poor People's" march. This precedent must
be stopped.
Is it the purpose of Student
Government to speak for the students on political questions?
M. Sherman McCorkle

predetermined his response to the
movie and the world-itself says
a great deal about the inadequacy
of some New Left positions.
A more balanced account of the
film would take notice of the
wanton destructiveness of the revolutionaries, the built-in hatred
on the face of Ali La Pointe (is
all hatred justified!), the acts of
kindness by French policemen towards Algerian children, the :respect by the French commander
for his rebel counterpart, the fatigued statement by the rebel
leader warning Ali that there's a
lot more to freedom than throwing bombs.
It seems to me that a review of
"The Battle of Algiers" is a good
place for raising questions as to
the connection between means and
ends (Sartre vs. Camus), questions about the relation between
reason and passion in public action (is action per se better than
thought; are all desires equally
legitimate?). And there are other
questions: are we really supposed
to identify with the oppressed?
Always? Even when they shoot
policemen in the back? Even
when their bombs blow up children eating ice cream cones? Does
the picture agree with the :reviewer in proposing a double standard towards political murder?
I guess all I'm asking is that
the reviewer make some honest
effort to expose himself to the
work he's describing.
Eliot Glassheim

Flea' Called Well-Done

arms!)
THE OBJECT of attractions is
an ignorant blonde maid, Janus
Thompson, the only lead who is
not a veteran (her one line in
How to Suaaecrl: "The first clue?
Ooooo !''). Jan, as the countrified
Agnes, initially does some weak
singing which blossoms into soothing, tender sounds. She has a few
good lines to display the dumb innocence of her role. Jan does not
completely react to the other actors, but her fleeing squeaks are a
tickle and a delight to witness.

IT IS MILBURN who goes
farthest with his provisions. The
cad creaks, unbends, stumps,
jumps, and falls to everyone's enjoyment. His interpretation is precise to a swagger, and he seta the

:foppish old goat to writhing and
scoundreling all over the stage.
As servants to Arnolphe, Susan
Stoner and Tuck Kopp (superb
pantominist of The Medium) provide the comic relief to the farce.
Tuck is cringing and sarcastic,
drags a little as a rogue, but complements Susan well enough, who
toils around the stage. They both
fuzz their singing and dancing,
but then, they are supposed to be
mop-swinging, bumbling bawds.

THE ONLY MECHANICAL
difficulties are the disastrous spotlights on make-up and a grating
tape recorder. However, costuming and props are a joy: Jane
Buckles did designs from old engravings to give the Restoration
Period accuracy to the one-set
show. There is an ingenious hinge
system which allows actors to advance the plot simultaneously

with scene changes. The colorful
costumes must be eyed, especially
the decollete on Susan's scrubbings and Jan's curtsies.
THE DIKEC'J:'O.R bad the east
review videotapes of:' ih. otr.
broadwa:y musical with the t:Ce:l~Di
they could do a better job. (Mr.
Yell claimed afterwards that
everyone started directing!)
There is little action and Mr.
Yell's players were free to explore
the exaggerations be set,. which
they do over every inch of the
floorboards. The traditional balcony scenes, double identities, and
heroic gestures are wittily bandled. You can tell when a performer enjoys his part, and these people establish the creative link with
their public.
One more thought: Everyone.
from lighting crew to propmakers, relished what the actors
did with their creation, laughing
and praising even to the final
dress rehea:rsal-and that's a rarity. Don't scratch this comedytake a date and see The Amorous
Flea.. Rodey Theater May 10-12,
17-19.8:30 p.m.

Dines Immersed in Work
By GRANT HARVEY
''I haven't been able to go to

classes for a week," said newlyelected ASUNM president Jim
Dines as he took a break from
his confusing routine of new duties for a short interview.
"''ve spent so much time getting ru:quainted with the committees, student government intricacies, and interested students,
faculty, and administration that
my books have just stayed in my
room on a shelf," Dines said.
THE NEW president, whose

would provide each ASUNM committee with a Iiason between itself and Dines.
This liason would keep the
chairman's records and files for
any particular committee and
would free the chairman from all
of the petty work that often bogs
down programs, Dines said.
DINES SAID he is currently
working on the teacher evaluation
project and wm confer with other
student government members in
an effort to bring this system into reality.

.
'
!;.

first attraction to UNM was a
chance to get on the golf team,
is planning to enter the Law
School here in the fall of '69. A
back injury prevented his trying
out for the team, but he liked the
school and his interests eventually
changed to student government.
Dines outlined his current and
coming projects and interests and
also listed his work on his campaign promises.
"As important as any work I
..U..bt 'be doiug. ia the time I am
....nliDg 1o Bpltlld with an:y dent or group that has a Deed

for my assistance or advice," be
said.
The new president said he is
working on an operation that
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President Dines said he was
also working on the Committee
on the University and he reported
that the freshman orientation
booklet is nearing completion.
With respect to legal aid for
UNM students, Dines said he has
talked with Ira Robinson, ASUNM
attorney general concerning the
matter and is in the process of
adopting a suitable system that
would involve cooperation between the Law School and ASUNV..
DINES T.ALB:ED of having an

assistant attorney general who
would work directly with the Law
School. He also is considering the
possibility of having two law students in Student Court.
"It must be emphasized that
any aid to a student would consist of advice and not representation in court by any legal people
that are involved with this project," Dines said. "It is not our
duty to go beyond the university
to represent the student."
Dines said he was also working on his plan to begin a "senate digest'' that be said would be
more than just a resume of votes,
figures, and other dry data.
"' AM TRYING to get a few
senators interested in the digest
so we can present to UNM stu-

_,

objets de virtu

The

Association

Popular Entertainment Committee and KDEF

All Seats
Reserved

May 18, 8:15PM at University Arena
Tickels On Sale At fine Arts TicketOIIice -277.:U11 &3412
6.00 - 5.00 - 4.00- 3.00
Student Discount)

COLUMBIA~·
DIAMOND RINGS

-

90 Winrock Center- 298-1831
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Perma-Press

SHIRT DRESSES

8.77
in pastels, pleated skirts
short sleeves perfect for
on campus or casual wear

Italian-made
reg.
$369

$348

• 6.5 hp, 2 cycle engine
• 4-speed gear box
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear ·brakes
• hand throttle

• up to 120 mpg

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday ,.
10-6 Sunday
Corner Menou1

~

If you peek in my Gazebo,
As you are passing by,
You'll see a sight
that will delight
The most fastidious eye.
-Elsa Lancaster

125 cc
motorcycle

BELLAs
Hess
DEPAIIMEIT STORE
.., ...

dents a look at what we are doing, thinking, and planning as the
government of the student body,"
Dines said.
Dines said one of the policies
he planned to carry out would be
a schedule of visits by himself
with other student government
officials to dorms, fraternity and
sorority houses and clubs at their
meetings.
"WE WILL BE available at
such times as house meetings in
dorms and at other times when
there will be an audience that
might be interested in asking
questions on what is happening
in the senate or what have you,"
the president said.
"I would like to visit at least
twenty different meetings or
bouses a month," Dines said.
Last year, I believe, John Thorson tried the same program I plan
but it fizzled out after one or two
months.
"I plan to continue this program once it is started if there
is any support at all from these
different groups on campus," he
said.
DINES SAID that beginning
this spring and continuing next
year all students who apply for
committee positions will be given
at least an interview to determine their qualifications for the
job.
He said that in the past, many
spots fere filled after someone
had judged some applicatns merely on the information filled in on
written forms.
"A PERSON WHO had served
a position on a committee a year
before often had an advantage because .he looked good on paper. If
we interview everyone in person,
we will have a better idea of who
is most interested and capable,"
Dines said.
Dines said that although applications are being taken for every
committee, some will not be appointed until :fall.
"THE PHYSICAL look of student government will also change
next year because the offices on
the second tloor we now use will
be reconstructed," said Dines.
"This will include the relocating
of the secretary's desk outside of
our offices for what we think will
be better service," he said.
Also, the scheduling office now
near the information desk on the
main floor will be incorporated
into the accounting office on second floor, Dines said. Kirby Krbec
has set this up.
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~Amorous

State High School Golf Championships ;
UNM Coarse; 8 :00 a.m ..
Stata High S<:hool Tennis Champion·
ships; UNM Courts; 8:00 a.m.
Department of Psychiatry; Union 253:
D:OO a.m.
Dei!.,, Days Voting; Union Ballroom
Gallery; 9 :00 a.m.
N.M.. Leagne for Nursing;: Union
;IJTbeat«; 0 :00 a.m.
·
' Loblt Christian FclloWBhip Faculty;
Union 231 C: 1Z:l5 p.m.
Latilt-Arnerican Desk; Union 231 A-B;
1Z:30 p.m.

EDITOR

To The Editor:
The intent of this letter is to
hopefully point out some questions that need to be answered.
The Student Senate has passed a
bill that will give $150 to the
"Poor People's" march along with
other considerations. The reason
for this appears to be that many
members of the Senate think it
is a "good cause." If it is or not,
is not the question. The Heart
Fund and M.S. Fund and many
others are thought to be good
causes, but does the Senate give
activity fee money to them? Why
Review Reviewed
the "Poor People's" march then?
I am sure that everyone agrees To The Editor:
I'd like to recommend that The
many problems exist in America
between certain segments of our Lobo distinguish between a resociety. Is it the duty of the stu- view and a propaganda piece. The
dent Senate to use money collect- recent review of the very fine film,
ed from the ASUNM to advance "The Battle of Algiers," says
the cause of the segment that they more about the emotional loyalhappen to agree with? If this is ties of the reviewer than about
the purpose of paying activity the film. And his attitude toward
money, many students were not the film-which amounts to an ininformed. Perhaps this is not the tellectual commitment to watch
only half of it because he has
reason.

With one hand Union Board gave last night, and with the Begins Tonight
other it took away.
After holding out hope of a decent wage to its underpaid
employees for over two weeks, the Board reversed itself in
the face of administrative presure and vague threats.
Surprise Itch by Manuel Savage.
"Higher student fees," said Vice-President Harold LavenLike an old time silent flick, two
der, would be the result of raising sub-standard University pianos
plink out tunes, the curtain
wages. Echoing him was Professor Don Schlegel, who com- rises briskly, and l)lue lights
plained that such idealistic reforms as a decent wage should brighten on "a darling little oplay,"
Amorous Flea;. Actually, di· he accompanied by a willingness to· accept increases in book, The
rector Gene Yell has chosen "an
· · · '*nition, housing and food costs.
actor's musical," an 18th century
"An immediate $80,000 tax bill" was forecast by out-going Parisian comedy setting where
characterization dominates over
Union Director Bill Bierbaum in the event that the Board try lyrics.
This allows him to use good
to disassociate itself from the University and its wage players who are not polished singers. However, the chuckle-heavy,
guidelines.
songs have some hapA last minute compromise offered by Board member Jim uninspiring
PY notes and are surrounded with
Johnson that would allow both a $10,000 wage increase and tight action, making a smooth
more than cover the needs indicated by Bierbaum for main- show.
THE TWO MALE singing leads
tenance reserves was rejected. Lavender put it well in sumare
novices at musicals or actming up the Board's attitude when he said, "Breaking Uni- ing:-notMilburn
Mehlhop (star in
versity policy disturbs me more than these people's wages." The Little Fozes and himself a
The Union's basic wage thus continues at $1800 a year. playwrite) must, as the aging Ardefend his captive brideThe Lobo hopes that the faculty and administration mem- nolphe,
to-be against the advances of
bers (and the students who followed their wishes) will have Horace, played by Phil Nicholson
the opportunity soon of supporting a family on $1800 a year. (who, you may remember, got the
Some of these policy-watchers would have to take a big drop girl in last year's How to Succeed
in Business Without Really Tryin their university salaries to appreciate that hardship.
ing). Phil's approach to his part
Perhaps to make up for its unsympathetic action over wavers between the virile romanwage increases, the Board unanimously agreed to absorb a tic and the boyish upstart, and he
bow-wows his lines. Yet his
potential loss of $100 to house twenty-one poverty marchers. still
naively dazed, blinking, and beamApparently this is to be a more effective measure against ing presentation comes on strong
down stage, and he supports Milpoverty than decent wages.
burn well in song and dance (and
But that's policy.
whenever Arnolphe faints in his

Calling U
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midnight blue or apple red

Ask about Wards
Young Adult Credit Plan

It's no longer banned if
you're wearing this band
(not even in Boston)
Columbia Diamond Rings and
Columbia Imperial Wedding
Bands available exclusively at

f7deaue/fu4?yJCf$-C?6-tt.
JEWELERS
6609 Menaul Blvd. N.E.
(Across Menaul from Coronado)

268-4480
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UNM Nine Shatter Old-Tradition
By WAYNE CIDDIO
Once upon a time, one New
Mexico baseball victory per season, over either Arizona school,
signified, a successful year. That
old tradition has been shattered
this year to the point that the
state of Arizona must be casting
nostalgic glances back to the
good old days.
The Arizona Wildcats will be
trying to restore that old tradition this weekend when they
meet tlie Lobos for a do-or-die
three game series at Hi Corbett
Field.
THE FIRST game of the series
is scheduled for 7:30p.m. tonight,
with a doubleheader set for 1:30
p.m. and 7:30p.m. tomorrow. The
two night games will be broadcast to Albuquerque by KDEF radio with Gene Osborn handling
the play-by-play.
Arizona is currently in the cellar of the Western Athletic Conference Southern Division and
needs to win all six of its remain-

I

t'

I

ing league games if it has any
hopes of winning the crown.
Lobo baseball coach Bob Leigh
is determined that someone besides his team is going to finish
at the bottom of the standings.
Leigh said earlier in the week
that his team was not going to
disappoint anyone and that he
expected to come back to Albuquerque with "all of the marbles."
NEW MEXICO stifled the Wildcats for 16 scoreless innings when
the two teams met in Albuquerque in April. The Lobos' sweep
of the three game set evened up
their league mark at 3-3 and set
the stage for an unheard of shutout of the defending national
champion ASU Sun Devils.
Two wins this weekend would
make it impossible for either Arizona school to achieve anything
better than a tie for most games
won in conference competition.
Three wins would give the Lobos'
the division crown outright with
nine wins and three losses.

Three wins over the Wildcats
would give Arizona State eight
victories and four defeats. Six
wins by the Wildcats would give
Arizona a 7-5 mark.
IF THE LOBOS win only two
this weekend, they will finish with
an 8-4 and face a, possible playoff
with ASU to decide the division
champion. New Mexico could do
it for itself or wait a week and
let the unpredictable Wildcats do
it with one win over ASU.
Leigh will open the series with
righthander Ralph Sallee (7-2,
2.41 ERA). Sallee will face Tim

New Mexico 7th
In National Rating
New Mexico moved up two
notches to seventh place in the
top ten ratings for major college
baseball released Wednesday by
Collegiate Baseball, a Tucson biweekly newspaper.
Florida State, undefeated in 21
games, retained the number one
spot in the ratings, followed by
Minnesota, Southern California,
Arizona State, Santa Clara, New
Mexico, Tulsa, Texas, and Texas
A&M.
The Lobos have won more
games than any other team in the
top ten, posting a 36-8 won-loss
record. New Mexico was rated
11th in the poll four weeks ago,
and moved to ninth in the last
poll.
New Mexico, under head coach
Bob Leigh, bad never broken into the nation's baseball elite, before this season. The Lobos set
a record for most games ever won
by a UNM baseball team when
they notched their 25th win of
the year over Hiram Scott College.

SOUTHWEST
ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE

ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
liGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD NW

247-8219

Plodinec. Bob McAulay (8-1, 1.66)
will pitch the second game of the
series in the first game of Saturday's twinbill.
LEI G H IS undecided on a
pitcher for the final game. He said
that his choice would, depend on
the amount of relief help that he
would have to employ in the first
two games.
Rich Bodle (5"1), Ed Reeder
(3-0), and Ron Sims (4-2), are
the top ·three men on Leigh's
priority list for the last game.
On the offensive side, infielders
Mike McLaughlin and Jim Palmer
will be continuing their battle for
the team hitting lead. McLaughlin is leading the pack with a .365
mark and Palmer is second with
.350. Greg With is third on the
list with a .301 average.
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NAU Meets Lobos in· Tennis

The Lancaster School
District (Calif.)
Needs Elementary
Teachers

The Lobo tennis team will be
going after its 16th win of the
season today when it takes on
Northern Arizona University at
the UNM courts. The match is
scheduled to begin at 10:30 a.m.
because of a conflict with the
state high school tennis championships.
Coach Joe Ferguson's Lobes got
a boost from a conference ruling
last week when Brigham Young
University was forced to forfeit
all its victories this season. BYU
was allowing an ineligible player
to participate.
The player was a former member of the Yugoslavian Davis Cup
team before he enrolled at BYU.
The athlete did not have the required number of academic hours
to make him eligible for varsity
competition.
BYU defeated the Lobos early
in the season 6-3 and Ferguson
feels that the ineligible player
made the difference in his team's
loss. The Cougars are strong con-

7 Kindergarten

J J Pri!flary

5

lnter~iate

2
J
J
J
J

Hearing Handicapped
Speech Therapist
8th Grade Science
8th Grade Math
7th & 8th Grade Art
1 8th Grade Reading

Campus Interviews
May 16
Contact Your Placement Office

COMPlETE OUTFIT includes Shirt, Cummerbund,
Suspenders, Handkerchief, Cufflink5, Tie and
80JJtanniere.
COAT & TROUSERS
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JIM SINGER will run on two New Mexico relay teams this weekend when the Lobos compete in the West Coast Relays at Fresno,
Calif. Singer, who runs the open 440-yard dash and the 220-yard dash,
will run on the 440 and mile relay teams. Singer is one of the 17 man
contingent that will participate for New Mexico in the annual eve_nt.
The Lobos finished third in the West Coast Relays last year behind
UCLA and California and posted a win in the 440-yard relay. New
Mexico is 5-0 in dual meet competition.

UNM Fiesta Special

All Western Hats

2.98
Beaded Belts
Bolo Ties

Moccasins
Chalekos

Leather Belts

Sombreros

Baske

Shop

At the Oldtown Plaza location only

tenders for the Western Athletic
Conference tennis title.
New Mexico dropped a 6-3 decision to Arizona State University la:>t weekend. The bright
spot for the Lobos came when
veteran Tony Bull scored a 6-1,
9-7, victory over Dean Penero.
Penero had never been defeated

DIAL 247-4347

S t u dent managers will be

FIRST and GOLD

STRETCHING FOR FIRST base is an unidentified student during
intramural softball action on the athletic field adjacent to Johnson
Gym. Softball is the last competitive event scheduled for this academic
year and will cap off two semesters of intramural activity that included :flag football, wrestling, swimming, bowling, tennis, flickerball,
and basketball Intramural softball games are played three afternoons
a week on the Johnson Gym field. Marvin D. Heffington is the director
of the UNJI Intramural Program.

ervmg a
Mexican nners
and American Dishes
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Catering service to your favorite eating place
Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
H
ours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231
255-5079

...

T rackst:ers Compete
At: West: Coast: Meet
five-meet winning
streak, Coach Hugh Hackett's Lobo track team will try ita luck
tomorrow at the West Coast BeJays in Fresno, Calif. Seventeen
members of the team will compete
in the Relays.
The Lobos upped their dual
meet :record to 5-0 last Saturday
by defeating the University of
Texas-El Paso 109-35. Last season the Lobos missed the runnerup spot in the West Coast Relays
by one-half point.
UCLA~ won with 59 1/3 points
while California was second with
37% and New Mexico third with
37.
NEW MEXICO won the 440yard relay last season and will
have two of the four members of
the winning relay team returning
in Rene lllatison and Jim Singer.
Replacing Bernie Rivers and
Steve Caminiti will be Don Walton and Ivory Moore. The quartet
has :run the 440 relay in 40.7 this
season.
Jfatison, the Gary, Ind., senior, could break the UNM school
record in the 100-yard dash. He
tied the record twice this season
with 9..4s and had a wind-aided
9.3 against the University of Arizona. Jfatison will anchor both
the 440 and mlle relay teams.
POLE VAULTER Jon Caffey
erased his own school record last
Saturday when he cleared the bar
at 16-4. He brushed the bar in
his attempt at 16-7. He will be
joined by Joe Powdrell in the
event who had his career best
against UTEP when he cleared
16-8.
Hackett has one of the finer
javelin throwers in the nation in
Sweden's Ake Nilsson. Nilsson is
undefeated in collegiate eompetiRiding
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tion and broke tbe school record
here against Colorado when he
threw the javelin 257-4'%
SOPHOMORE ERVIN Jaros
and senior Mike Jeffrey are both
entered in the discus. Jaros, who
coach Hackett expects to pass the
school mark of 185-2Ih, had his
career best of 178-4"h last week
against UTEP.
Jeffrey, the defending conference champion in the discus, has
a season best of 176-7.

Sports Notes
Pokes at Pike's Peak
Wyoming's golfers will be in
Colorado Springs this weekend
for the Pikes Peak Invitational.
In action last weekend, the Pokes
finished eighth in the Cougar
Classic at Provo. John .Tacobs
was low man for Wyoming with
a 227 followed by .Tohn Sundahl
:with 229.

Which Sex?
Two buffalo calves born late
last month at the Fort Wingate
Ordinance Depot bring the Game
Department's herd to 54 animals.
Protected as the babies are, by
their mothers and by others in
the herd, nobody has been able to .
determine the sex of the newcomers.

chosen to aid the staff of the Intramural Activities Office in the
conduct o:f the men's competitive
sports program. The managers
will be volunteers who want to
become involved in worthwhile
student activity.
Sophomore managers will be
assigned times to be in the in- •
tramural office during which time
they will record results of athletic
contests, prepare materials for
coming events, and aid in :Preparing publicity information.
The managers will assist in '
the conduct of meet sports by
acting as j u d g e s and timers.
Other duties include helping assign matches, rescheduling games,
and posting standings.
In order to be eligible for the
position of sophomore manager,
an individual must have 8(} credit

~~~r~~J! ;~i~~a~v:r:g~ ~umula-

Junior managers will be members of the Intramural Policy
Board which assists the intramural director in establishing
rules for the conduct of s,ports
program. Junior managers will
draw up schedules and record
results.
A junior manager will be a
member of the Protest Board
when.. the protest involves a sport
to which be has been assigned.
Junior managers must have at
least 60 credit hours with a 2.3
cumulative grade point average.
Since this is the initial year of
the program, two juniors will be
selected to fill the positions of
senior manager, and four sophomores will be selected to be junior
managers next year.
Ail :Petitions for the junior and
senior managerships are being ac~ep:::_d
and n:u~~be r;t~rned
o e n amura
ce o nson
Gym 13, by 5 p.m., Friday, May
17. Selection interviews will be
held Tuesday, May 21.

¥o;

Patronize
lobo Advertizers

in conference singles competition,
The Lobos will get another shot
at the Sun Devils in the WAC
championships at Laramie, Wyo.,
May 17 and 18. If New Mexico
defeats Wyoming in a May 14
dual match, the Lobos will be
seeded second in the tournament
behind Arizona State.

a F.O.O.T., not a heel.

Students to Join
lntromurol Stoff \

$10
$6.50

:~

'
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12,000 Mile
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SUZUKI

FOitMERL.Y CUSHNAN MOTORS
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blackjack's
200 Central S.E. 243-7609

Learn Guitar
12.50 per month
• guaranteed method
• private instruction
We also teach banjo and bass
Remember- Blackjackrs is the
place to go to saye the do!Jgh •

FriiaJ'. . .,. 11, 1118

NEW MEXICO LOBO

PapS

-liMITED ENGAGEMENT-

WANT ADS
PERSONALS
SPEND SUMMER FREE at a pilar ranch·
ero. Unimproved but picture$1Ue adobe
hoUBe, artistic setting. with trout lake.
No pay and no work-turn water on and
off, Write Box 5011, Santa Fe, New .MexHELP WANTED

EDUCATION IS CHANGING World'~
largest education firm bas d;veloped a
program learning system and is now bir·
1n1r college students (or fuU time summer
employment to present this system to
various individuals in New Mexico and
West Texas. Interested Students please
caD between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. 5·22.

USED BOOKS, furniture, junk. We )Ja;f',
~D A trade. Open a!remoons and evenings. Attie Shop, .Menaul & Broadway NE
Call 842-9030.

'g', 7'i)Cf

1960 OLDSIIOBILE, ~ door. Sharp apo
pcarance and condition, $t7li.OO. l'lloae
344-2493.
5/1r.

Un~QW

Our Sevenfy-firsf Year of Editorial freedom

v'71 no,l61

LOST AND FOUND

FOR RENT
FURNISHED THREE ROOK garage apt.
Comer .Menaul and Broadway N.E. $65
per month. Possible part work-part
rent arrangemonts. Utilities paid. CaD
842-9030 after 2 :00.

EXICO

f'\ctdo

eipftUe Jiabter. x...t
April~ in SUB Cafeteria. Ver7 .....,te,
~: With Compliments of P.

SILVER ROBSON

.::c.o fll-1 3
Vol. 71

PuraDabbaDbu. Has sentimental - - .
$15 Heward. c.n !U-41!81.
5/D

Monday, May 13,1968

SERVICES

3 DAYS ONLY- 6 PERFORMANCES
MAY 14 - I 5 - 16
MATINEE; 2:v0 $1.50
EVENING 8:30 $1.75
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT BOX OFFICE', LOBO, CINEMA EAST THEATRES,
CENTRAL TICKET AGENCY 243·1703 OR RHODES CORONADO
4804 CE'NTRAL
'
PHONE 26S-4575

HI LAND

HIGH:POWERED TUTORING in Eeonomtes and Spanish by university pro.
lessor. Phone 842-8500, Ext. 8134. 5/13
SWI.MMING PARTIEB--i>r iWit plain
Parties. Facilities include swimmlq
dap.cipg. Bar..B-Q, volley ball etc. 7~
m1dmght, 1~ to 500 persons. Life
Guards proVIded. Thunderbird Swim·
Gym. 247-9677.
IRONING, bachelor bundles, mendin~
dressmaking and alterations. Re.nsonnbi.e:
2304 Blake SW. Phone 877-5282.
TYPING. Well edit gr.unmar, spelling and
Ppne:tuation. Background includes a~l vc.r..
tisinsr, art, finance, lr:zaJ, n.nd. aciences
CaD 242-0649.
5/15
'
FCR SALE
ADOBE WITH POOL. Near UNM. Com·
~1et.ely reconditioned.. Move in and enJO! a full s:1;1mme!" of swimming and next
muter you ll enJOY the warmth of the
fireplaoe and the charm of the large
rooms. Price only $13,900. Call Ed Norris
265·8?71 and evenings 250.6852. C-alrd·
NorriS Realty.
FOR SALE

j

"A ROYALLY PWSH PRODUCTIONI
BEAUTIFUlLY COMPilED FOOTAGE•••
IN LOVRY COlORf lOADED WITH
NOSTALGIA••• MUCH THAT IS

',::r

Total Voter Turnout -·
Termed Light By Olmi

:r.SCINATINGf"_,_._n....

"Wf!.l WORTH SEEING!"
" ENTERTAINING.
THE fiLM BECOMES A STORY
TO VIE WITH ROMANTIC

FJCTIONJ" - - - -

By ROB BURTON
Lobo Editor
UNM stude~ts approved a 1968-69 budget of $234,208.55
for t~e Asso~mted Students Friday in a turnout officially
described as hght.
Figures released by elections coordinator Tony Olmi
showed 404 approving the proposed expenditures and 231
voting "no." Sub-totals. at each of the four polling places
-Hoko.na H~ll, .Mesa VIsta Dorm, Engineering Complex and
the l!mon-mdiCated no strong opposition to the measure,
de~pite nearly two weeks of anti-budget campaigning by dissatisfied students led by the Young Americans for Freedom
(YAF).
·

AUTO

INSURANCE too bighT CaD
r2~er'a 5,;.ay. 12 months to pay. 299·

1962 CHEVROLET Impala S.S. 425 H.P.,
4 Speed, .TWit Rebuilt EnJrine Good
Looldng, 299·6001.
5/18
'
1963 PORSHE. Very clean :Ma
extras
3633 Noon N.E. 298-7163. '
5/fs
'
'64 CORVETTE Sting Ray 827 cu. in
8~ 0 bp, A.M-FM, 2 tops. Excellent con~
d1tlon, one owner. 277-2933.
GETTING )IIARRIED 7 Buy our one bed·
room trader ( 43x8) with eustom built
study and your rent will only be $25/
month. See after 5 at 120 Indiana SE
5/15
•

f!I.FRED

IT
TEARS
YOU APART

HITGH~OCH'S

WITH
SUSPENSE!

Royalty Hopefuls
To be Introduced

-.>..__.,
T_.,
--.,JOHN

.........., ., ORSON WEUEs- . . _
'
WYMARK, DAVID WARNER. OWli.£T-ON
~
DNIE. fWRA ROBSON. PATRICK
IVORSLANEY ·
~ARlliUR S. f£RRIMAN·-SIDNEY BOX
~ .. GI.YNJOHES.
LORD

...........,_.,BOOTH--.,JACitleVIEN·-..-..
IN CoLolt ·CONTINENTALe

. 1

S.U.B. Theatre

·-

Fri. 7 & 10

TECHRICOJ.Or

50¢

.

~

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat. 7 & 10

50¢

Sun. 5 & 8

Final Two Weeks
ACADEMY AWARD

WINNER '

THE PRODUCERS

Of•I.AWOMAN•
NOW BRING YOU

March Hopes to Add Actor
A HUNGER
THAT COULD
NOT BE
SATISAED!
• SHOWN
AT 7:.45-9-.30

HOFFMAN ·ICIIHIRINE ROSS
WIWNGHAM...,B~.C.K HENRY PA0L SIMON
GARFUNKEL LMNRENCETURMAN

NICHOLS
OPEN f :00

most of the day near the north entrance of the
Union passing out anti-budget leaflets. (Lobo
Photo by Burton)

YAF CAMPAIGNERS Michael Kunikis (left)
and Jo Ann Ramsden joined with student Randy
Bock to publicize their stand against the budget
Friday. They called the donkey "Bakas" and spent

LILA KEDROVA ·HANSJOERG FELMY ·TAMARA TOUMANOVA
JUDWJG DON4TH. ·DAVID OPATOSHU
·JOHH'ADi'MsoN.-- BRIANMOORE
..

Friday's balloting was the result of an injunction issued after'
YAF complained that their antibudget propaganda had been
torn down prior to the spring
general election, thus delaying
the vote one week.
Y AFers' campaign material included a show-case display in the
south wing of the Union itemizThe introduction of Fiesta ing expenditures they considered
king and queen candidates at the inessential in the budget, 'Posters
dorms and Greek houses initiates made of pictures of nude women
"please vote no,n and
the week long Fiesta activities on saying,
YA"Fe1: ;Jo Ann Ramsden atop
the UNM campus Monday night.
a friendly donkey that irn.'Plored
Thursday will host the a11- llJa.ssersby, via an attached
school barbecue behind Mesa placard, "Don't make an ass of
Vista dorm. At 7:80 p.m. there yourself, vote NO on the budg~~
will be a talent show on the mall. et," while Miss Ramsden passed
Climaxing the evening will be a out anti-budget literature.
campus serenade at 10 p.m.
Associated Students PresidentThere will be no jail this year, elect Jim Dines said he was glad
and the fountain on the mall will to have the budget problem out
be dry. There will be a dance on of the way.
the mall at 3 :30 p.m. Two bands
He indicated that he would
will play for the occasion at both
propose
a change next year in
ends of the mall. The administrathe
ASUNM
constitution to altion has canceled the dance in the
low the budget to be written
SUB.
after the general election by the
Saturday will host the annual senators who will have to work
rodeo at the Sheriff's Posse with it.
grounds. The rodeo will start at
"The present system ties down
1:00 p.m.
the new administration with the
The Association will be in con- policies of the old," he said.
cert at University arena to eli·
The new budget, among other
max the entire week. The concert
will begin at 8 :15 p.m. Following allocations, gives some $24,000
the performance will be a stomp for general governmental operadance at the University football tions, including a $10,000 "Distinguished
Professorship for
stadium at 10 :30 p.m.
1969-70," by way of a guarantee
for that program two years from
now.
KUNM's allocation totals nearly $25,000 and includes funds for
conversion to stereo FM broadcasting next year.
A teacher-course evaluation
was also approved in Friday's
voting, with a $3200 allocation to
be administered by the Committee on the University. Similar
projects, including a recent one
at the University of Utah, have
cost approximately $7500.
Funds totaling $15,000 will be
given to the Intramural and Recreation Board, with a similar
amount to come from the University.
Probably the most controver~ ..,
sial item on the budget "''cording to Dines, was thP $1\, i:JCt rl·
located to The Mir:w, . 'I'J,,.
money was to guaralli.•· J·ili·l··
cation and to promote :·· " ,.,.i;
tion sales at two doll a 1. • "
If this fails, snid Dh, ··
have a ret•! indicat.io;' ·' • :
much tJl.udGnt deshe f:o1 t:,.. M ..
rage exists."

TECffoliCOLOR- PA~VISIQN~·

SHOW'l ;511 -;~;50,.$:50 -'7:SS. 10:00.
'>MO; COMPLIMENTAilY J'AS-

PHONC Uli-4'7511 · •

Plans for the upcoming march
of the poor people into Albuquerque include the tentative appearance of Hollywood actor Marlon
Brande, according to Maria Varela at the city headquarters of the
Poor People's March,
"Mr. Brande is now attempting
to plan his schedule so that he
will be able to come," she said.
"We hope to have him here May
17 when the march reaches Albuquerque."
Also expected is the Reverend
Dr. Ralph Abernathy, successor
to Dr. Martin Luther King as
organizational bead of the march,
and as head of the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference.
Abernathy was with Dr. King
when he was shot in Memphis
last month.
MISS VARELA indicated that
Rev. Abernathy will be hero
either Friday or Saturday, "hopefully Friday evening to lead a
rally," and will join Mexican
land-grant leader Reis Tijerina
to lead the 'Poor.
Detailing the plans for the
city, Miss Varela said they are
<·xpecting t>eople from Southern
(1"lifot·nin, Arizona, and Southwest 'l'exM. The mm·ch itself will
orininat(. in Los Angeles. From
11:<1•.·;; it, will stop in :Phoenix;
/. r i ,.r•lll'.; )<)! Paso, '!'exm;, ~;wl tJt,•u
• , 1'1'\'(l iu Albttqum·qtlc ~., u•llu1 r.
]• 1•'· "'' 1•'ridny tho 1'/th. A rnll;V'
:_, ~ .IPn-<~(I :J'r\1' l.lml. <"'l·tti>•·:

~-,j,~
SA'J'l1HlJ.A'\~, 8:30 H.hl.,
1•!l' •·ehl!l'l'i will u~st:mhltl nl. lletn,;::

NEW MEXICO LOBO

<:hnvc,:r, Park, proeeed on :fll<ll lu

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

:

•

ihc Ohl Town PIMn, :nul tlt~l':~
hole! another shorL rally. 'l'ht•y
will than llOill'd busses and travd
to Santa I~e, hold anoihcl' rally,
and go on to Denver, Colorado.
Miss Vm•cht said 2000 en• lftOl'C
'P<lrsons nrc expected to be in t.lm
march when it 1'c11cl~es Alhmtuerquc. An ndditional 300 to 500 will

join from New Mexico.
THE NEW MEXICO portion of
of the March is one of three
which will originate in the West.
The other two divisions will leave
from San Francisco, Calif. and
Seattle, Washington. The San
Francisco and Los Angeles divisions are expectd to join in Denver, and then travel on to Washington, D.C. The Seattle march
is expected to journey through

the northern Indian reservations
and stop in Chicago before going
on to Washington.
According to Miss Varela, each
of the buses used in the march
holds 43 people and costs 3,000
dollars. She said donations are
welcome, as well as volunteers
who are willing to do office work
on the 17th and 18th, or before.
She said a number of UNl\1 students are already involved.

U. Auction Nets Fund $150
A successful auction in the
Union Friday netted nearly $150
for this year's Campus Chest
drive, International Center Di~
rector John Bakas said yesterday
Bakas was the auctioneer for the
Campus Chest event.
Thirty local merchants donated
prizes to the au<:tion; and Lance
Woodliff, director of registration,
donated the first ten places in the
fall registration line.
PRIZES INCJ,UJ)ED Indies
.perfume, jl'welry, wall picture.~,
silver sets, toy Jmodles, clothing,
food, and liqUIJt. Also :tudiuned
off wern vi:f'l. C<'l'tiJicnte., from
(t,(•nl t:ltlU~it;!l: ~~tt~: ·-·~·.
Bal~~''-j .~:~it, n ~ piH<'{'f.: ht
~ >;.•gisi-·-t~f.t(· I H ·~ Wt-P ~-~1:it
o:ln~u1

·~:

l ' ' .• ; ...

apiPt

~~.ft;

t.lu·
for
inp

ft·h l'i'f'i:. ~-l: -· ,~:-~;w>-,~--·:~·ul:... :.:1'-;~:,_

}: ·}•.:•:
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l :.,. f!.l·:~ ~~

..• i;·!:

t"t~t-.i~H ~·.t1t : ,!;
' 4THh :\HI~l

.\CT;\•!,' t,;.:.;~,,~
of tl,r- nf; ·~"•'"''" l*'lnl·"! !1.1 j,,. 011
Uw !iqt~<•J Jll'udtld:;," Bnl,<tR ,.:;1id.
'l'h<' 'JWIWY wr 11--, anulhN fund
l'ai~<iug

111 <lilt. f<'l' Uw Cumtm:Chest, ndt.~.l between $50-60
Bakns said.
GnmiHIK Chest is an ellit.ltgency
fund made twailnblc to UN:M: students througl1 the Univet·sity.

J-Cl~N'l'J•}lt UIHE!1'1'0lt John Balms play:; audiouec1' :for the annual
Cnmpm: ChPs~ f\llld drive. (Lolm Photo by Burton)

Stucl<miR may apply for financial
aid, especially medical aid,
through the health service.
Bakas said about 25 per cent

of this year's fund will be donated
to the Amigos Anonymous, a socinl action organization, for worl'
in Mexico this summer.

BUDGJ.r1'f
Poll
Mesa Vista
Engineering
Hokona
Union
Total
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